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ABSTRACT:  In situations of language contact, in which multiple resources — 
in the form of multiple languages — are available to speakers, it can be 
observed that speakers of any of the languages involved sometimes 
produce forms that are not fully one language or the other.  We refer here 
to such forms as “hybrids”.  Such “hybrids” can occur at the sentence level, 
at which point the phenomenon is (sometimes) referred to as “code-
switching”, and they can also involve mixing of affixes, with a nonnative 
affix added to a native word, as with dialectal (Megara) Greek λιγάζα ―a 
wee little‖ (Fourikis 1918) with Albanian diminutive -zë added onto native 
Greek λίγα, and even doubling of a native affix on top of a foreign one, as 
with Megara λιγαζάσςι (with Greek diminutive -ασςι, cf. SMGrk -ακι, as 
well).  Here we offer examples of hybridization in the Greek of southern 
Albania due to the influence of Albanian.  These hybrids occur at several 
levels of linguistic analysis, including phonology.  We place these examples 
in the context of similar effects in other language-contact situations, where 
possible, those involving Greek and Albanian. 
 
 
1.  Introduction 
The Greek of southern Albania is endlessly fascinating.  Viewed as a 
sociological entity, the language offers a wide array of realizations in what 
may be termed different “ecological” niches (cf. Brown & Joseph 2013), 
while viewed as a purely linguistic entity, it has numerous features that 
mark it as interesting within the overall context of Greek dialectology.  It is 
true that many of the features it shows are found in other dialects of Greek, 
but their presence in this dialect is interesting in its own right.   

For instance, like many other dialects, and different especially from 
Standard Modern Greek (SMG), a variety which is conservative in many 
respects, southern Albania Greek shows είκο∫ι for ‖20‖ with palatalization of 
ς [s] before i (vs. είκοςι elsewhere, including SMG), σ∫ε for ―and‖ (versus 
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SMG και) with affricatization and palatalization of κ [k] before a front 
vowel such as ε [ε], κάμω ―I make‖, with –μ- (versus SMG κάνω), and σόσερ 
―then‖ with final –ρ (versus SMG σόσε). 

At the same time, at least in the urban varieties of Greek as spoken 
today in Agioi Saranda and Himara, there is the absence of typical northern 
dialect features that might be expected, given the geographic positioning 
of the dialect in the more northerly reaches of the Greek dialect map in the 
Balkans and outside of the borders of the Greek nation-state.  In particular, 
there is no evidence of such characteristic northernisms as: 
 
• mid-vowel raising (ε/ο => ι/οτ) 
• high-vowel loss (ι/οτ => Ø) 
• accusative case for genitive to mark indirect objects (με δίνειρ for μοτ 

δίνειρ ―you give to me‖) 
 
Instead, the Greek varieties of the region show the southern Greek 
characteristics of preserving those vowels intact and unchanged, and using 
the genitive. 

Past tense forms offer a number of noteworthy features.  There is, for 
instance, evidence of the spread of the “temporal augment”, as in ήυεπαν 
―they brought‖ (versus SMG έυεπαν), as well as the occurrence of an 
unstressed augment in the past tense, e.g. εςκέυσηκε ―he thought‖ (versus 
SMG ςκέυσηκε), and also an accentual system that allows the stress to fall 
on the fourth syllable from the end of the word, e.g. ξέπαμανε ―we knew‖, in 
violation of the three-syllable “window” for accent placement so prevalent 
across much of Greek, though found too in other dialects.  These last two 
features even intersect in such a way as to give accented augments on the 
fourth syllable from the end, e.g. έβγαλανε ―they took out‖, a type of past-
tense form that, unlike other features, seems very much at odds with what 
is seen throughout the Greek-speaking world. 

In a sense, many of these are rather mundane features, inasmuch as 
they occur in other dialects and so are not particularly surprising in and of 
themselves but nonetheless important to recognize and take note of as 
they collectively serve to characterize the Greek in the region. 

In the case of changes noted here, many of them seem to be entirely 
internally motivated.  For instance, palatalization is one of the most 
common sound changes known, and inasmuch as it is phonetically 
motivated by the front-vowel environment, it almost needs no further 
explanation.  The spread of the temporal augment is an old process that 
Greek speakers have engaged in for centuries, as shown by Ancient Greek 
ἠβοτλόμην ―I wished‖, from βούλομαι (where the expected past tense 
would be ἐβοτλόμην, a form which actually occurs). 
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Unstressed augments can be seen as having been restored 
analogically, perhaps by hypercorrection, after the workings of the 
widespread sound change by which unaccented word-initial vowels were 
lost, due to the presence of a stressed augment in some forms of a 
paradigm and in the category of past tense in general. 

And even the somewhat unusual stressed augment four syllables from 
the end can be seen as analogical to stressed augments in shorter forms, 
phonologically legitimized by a system that allowed such stress placement 
independently. 

However, in addition to the internal forces that have led to such 
innovations in the southern Albania Greek, it must be recognized that 
Greek in that region is surrounded by other languages, most notably 
Albanian, but also Aromanian and Romani. 

Thus innovations in the Greek of the area must be viewed with an eye 
to causation by contact with speakers of languages other than Greek and by 
knowledge of these other languages.  Some of these innovations that 
characterize the Greek of southern Albania command our attention here. 

In situations of contact between speakers of different languages, in 
which multiple resources — in the form of multiple languages — are 
available to speakers, it can often be observed that speakers of any of the 
languages involved will sometimes produce forms that are not fully one 
language or the other language.  Such forms can be referred to as 
“hybrids”, since they show a blending of elements from each language and 
yield an output that is properly neither one nor the other language.   
 
2.  Examples at Different Levels of Analysis 
 “Hybrids” of this sort can occur at different levels of linguistic structure. 
The Greek of southern Albania shows hybrids of various sorts, at the 
following levels of analysis:  
 
• syntax 
• discourse 
• paralanguage 
• morphology 
• phonology 
 

In what follows, we present some instances of hybrids we have 
observed and where useful, we discuss parallels in other contact situations 
involving Greek or other Balkan contexts. 
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2.1 Hybrids in Syntax 
At the sentence level, where the phenomenon is (sometimes) referred to as 
“code-switching”, the hybridization process gives sentences that in essence 
start out in one language and end in another language.  While we have not 
observed many examples of this, as most of our interactions with speakers 
in the area have been in Greek and there is thus generally no occasion for 
them to switch into another language,1 we did notice one case where 
Simonas,2 discussing in Greek with Alexis the Greek translation of Albanian 
komunë ―municipality‖, says: 
 
1. “eparxia   thënka” 

επαπφία   say.ADMIR.3SG 
―επαπφία one might say.‖ 

 
Here, the speaker switches to the Albanian admirative (non-

confirmative) mood form, and thus admirative syntax, in the midst of a 
Greek conversation.  Such “code-switches” occur in other contact 
situations involving these languages, found, for instance, amongst 
Arvanitika speakers in Greece, switching between Greek and Arvanitika, as 
documented by Tsitsipis 1998. 

As a different kind of parallel to this mixed syntax, we note the Greek 
of Ottoman-era Adrianople (present-day Edirne), as documented in 
Ronzevalle 1911, where examples such as those in (2) occur: 

 
2.  a. θa    ―rts       mu  

FUT come.2SG  QN 
―Will you come?‖ 

 
 
      b. X gibi 
     like 
 ―like X‖ 

 
The expressions in (2) show the borrowing of Turkish words, the 

question particle mu in (2a) and the postposition gibi in (2b), but with 
Turkish postpositive syntax;3 hence they are hybrids of Greek with Turkish 

                                                        
1 Under other circumstances, e.g. with both Greek and Albanian speakers present, code-
switching can be quite common. 
2 The names we give are pseudonyms, designed to protect anonymity. 
3 Note that the Greek question-like particle, ára ―I wonder‖, occurs in initial position, so a 
nativized mu θa ‘rts with an initial question particle would be in principle possible; 
similarly, prepositions are the norm in Greek so that prepositional gibi X would in 
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syntactic particularities carried over into Greek usage. 
 
2.2. Hybridization in Discourse 
In some instances the switching is not just within a sentence but extends 
over large chunks of discourse, giving a hybridity to the overall discourse.  
Once, when talking in Greek with Themis about the history of the area, we 
noted that he all of a sudden switched to Albanian, and continued for 
several sentences before returning to Greek.  Thus his discourse about local 
history was in Albanian while the framing of the discourse, the discussion 
that led up to the history lesson, was in Greek.  We speculate that Themis 
did this because he had learned the relevant facts when he was in school, 
an Albanian-language school, so that discourse about history triggered the 
use of Albanian. 
 
2.3. Hybridization in Paralanguage 
Albanians are noted for a particular paralinguistic accompaniment to 
certain kinds of utterances.  That is, they often shake their index finger 
several times for emphatic negation and for disagreeing.  Such a gesture 
occurs in many languages in prohibitions (e.g. accompanying the 
equivalent of “Don‖t (do that)!”, but it does not seem to occur in Greece 
among Greek speakers in the context of disagreement or emphasis.  
However, we noticed that many Greeks in Himara use this paralinguistic 
gesture, significantly, for the discussion here, even while speaking Greek.  
That is, their paralanguage is Albanian even when their (verbal) language is 
Greek, resulting in a hybridization at the level of paralanguage. 
 
2.4. Hybridization in Morphology 
A very interesting kind of hybridization involves morphology, with a 
mixing of word-formative pieces, in which nonnative and native nonroot 
morphemes co-occur.4 An example that occurred in the Greek of Saranda is 
φοσζαλάπερ, as a plural of φόσζαρ ―Moslem cleric (vs. SMG φόσζαρ with 
plural φοσζάδερ), where the element –λαπ- reflects a Turkish pluralizing 
suffix, as seen in the ultimate source for this word, hoca ―teacher, hocalar 
―teachers‖, and –ερ is the Greek plural ending. From an etymological 
standpoint, therefore, φοσζαλάπερ has doubling of marking for plural.  It is 
important to emphasize that this is double marking only etymologically 

                                                                                                                                              
principle be possible — such happened with other Turkish postpositions borrowed in 
Adrianople Greek, e.g. karshi ―opposite‖. Thus the Turkish-style postpositioning of mu and 
gibi is significant here. 
4 We say “nonroot” so as to exclude the real, but somewhat trivial, cases of borrowed 
lexical items that are assimilated into the borrowing language with native inflectional 
affixes. 
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speaking, for it is likely that –λαπ- in the Greek form does not have the 
value of marking plurality that it has in Turkish; rather, it may just 
determine a stem shape used in the plural. 

The corresponding Albanian form is hoxha in the singular, with a 
plural hoxhallarë that also reflects the Turkish pluralizer, along with the 
native Albanian plural marker –ë.  The Greek plural form was undoubtedly 
based on the Albanian, and not directly based on Turkish, as it has the same 
structure of [ROOT + Turkish –lar + native pluralizer]. 

There are numerous parallels to this example, but as far as involving 
a Turkish plural marker is concerned, this is a unique case within Greek 
(and this is a unique example as far as Greek of southern Albania is 
concerned).  Still, as the Albanian hoxhallarë shows, the Turkish plural 
suffix does occur in other languages of the Balkans.  It has a wider 
distribution in Albanian than just this word, being found mostly on nouns 
of Turkish origin that refer generally to males of some importance or 
prestige, such as aga ―Turkish nobleman‖, with (Albanian) plural agallarë, 
baba ―father‖ with plural baballarë, or xhaxha ―paternal uncle‖ with plural 
xhaxhallarë, among others, all with the Albanian ending added.  And, the 
Turkish pluralizer –lar is found beyond Albanian and this one Greek form.  
It occurs in Balkan Slavic, sometimes with and sometimes without a native 
pluralizer as well.  Grannes 1977 documents it extensively in Bulgarian, 
with forms such as agalar(i) ―Turkish noblemen‖ or kjaratalar ―scoundrels!‖, 
but also it is also found in Macedonian, e.g. kardašlar ―brothers‖, and in 
Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian, e.g. hođalári ―Moslem priests‖. Finally, Balkan 
Romance shows it in that Aromanian has păshălarl’i ―the pashas‖ (where -l’i 
is the plural definite article). 

More broadly, hybrid morphology occurs in other contact situations 
involving Greek.  For instance, Fourikis 1918 reports that Megara Greek, in 
contact with the local Arvanitika Albanian dialect, has λιγάζα ―a wee little‖, 
consisting of the root λιγα- ―little‖ plus the Albanian diminutive –zë; this 
form is further diminutivized with the Greek suffix –ασςι (SMG –ακι), 
giving λιγαζάσςι ―a tiny little bit‖.  And, for Cappadocian Greek, Janse 2009 
discusses an ending for first person plural forms of the past nonactive -
misti-k that consists of the inherited Greek ending –misti- augmented by the 
Turkish first person plural past ending –k, giving –mistik, and thus a double 
marking for first person plural. 
 
2.5.  Hybridization in Semantics 
Hybridization also occurs on the semantic plane, in that in some instances, 
the meaning of a Greek word has been affected by the meaning of a 
semantically overlapping or sound-alike Albanian word. For instance, 
αγαπώ n the Greek of southern Albania means ―love; want‖, as opposed 
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―love‖ elsewhere in Greek, as in σι αγαπάρ να ξέπειρ What do you want to 
know?‖ (not, ―*what do you love to know?‖); influence from Albanian dua 
―want; love‖ is surely responsible.  Similarly, μηφανή means ―car‖ in the 
region, as opposed to ―machine, apparatus‖ elsewhere in Greek, and 
Albanian makinë ―car‖ is the likely source of the semantics of the Greek 
form.  Thus in these cases, one could say that there is Greek phonology to 
the word but Albanian semantics, hence a hybrid. 

There are parallels to be cited outside of Greek to this sort of contact-
induced development.  American Portuguese libreria means ―library‖, as 
opposed to ―bookstore‖ in the rest of Portuguese, and the meaning of the 
sound-alike (American) English library is undoubtedly the source of the 
semantics here, giving a hybrid form. 
 
2.6. Hybridization in Phonology 
There is in addition one type of hybrid in the Greek of southern Albania 
that not well-instantiated elsewhere in contact situations.  The 
phenomenon is hybridization at the phonological level, and in them, an 
element of the phonology of a similar word in one language has impinged 
on the phonological form of a parallel word in the other language; 
examples we have heard in the course of conversation in Greek include the 
following: 
 
• δενσούπι ―tooth‖ (vs. δονσούπι elsewhere in southern Albania, δόνσι in 

SMG), with e (< ε >) for expected o (< ο >) due to Albanian dentar ―dental‖ 
 
• εκονομική (κπίςη) ―economic (crisis)‖ (vs. οικονομική (κπίςη), as in SMG), 

with e (< ε >) for expected i (< οι >) due to Albanian ekonomík ―economic‖ 
 
• μεφανικόρ ―mechanic, engineer‖ (vs. μηφανικόρ elsewhere, as in SMG), 

with e (< ε >) for expected i (< η >) due to Albanian mehanik ―mechanic‖ 
 
• ελλενικά ―Greek (language)‖ (vs. ελληνικά elsewhere, as in SMG), with e (< 

ε >) for expected i (< η >) due to Albanian helleník ―Hellenic‖ 
 
• τποθέζα ―hypothesis; matter‖, a form that is mostly Albanian (cf. hipoteza) 

even down to the stress placement, but with < θ > from Greek τπόθεςη 
 

There are as well examples that show Greek influence on an Albanian 
form used in an Albanian context (as distinct from τποθέζα, which was 
used in a Greek enviroment); an case in point is: 
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• Southern Albanian suvllaqe ―souvlaki‖ (vs. sufllaqe elsewhere in Albanian), 
with v for expected f due to Greek ςοτβλάκι. 

 
Something similar to this phonological hybridization can be seen in 

Russian, as described by Holden 1976, involving the integration of 
loanwords with variable, i.e. uneven, application of Russian vowel 
reductions and palatalizations. Thus some words in his sample were partly 
Russian and partly English in their phonological realization, and therefore 
were hybrids in that sense.  But in the examples seen in southern Albania 
Greek, it is native Greek lexical items that are affected, making it a 
somewhat unusual case. 
 
3. Conclusion 
In southern Albania, the Albanian and Greek languages have long 
coexisted, and bilingualism is widespread. This language contact situation, 
comparable to that which once prevailed under the Ottoman Empire, yields 
striking examples of hybridization in syntax, discourse, paralanguage, 
morphology and even phonology. The region might thus well be described 
as a laboratory for hybridization. 
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